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Abstract
Weviewmeeting
scheduling
asa distributed
task
where
eachagent
knowsitsuser’s
preferences
and
calendar
availability
inorder
toactonbehalf
of
itsuser.Although
we mayhavesomeintuitions
abouthowsomeparameters
couldaffect
themeetingscheduling
efficiency
andmeeting
quality,
we runseveral
experiments
in orderto explore
thetradeoffs
between
different
parameters.
Our
experiments
showhowthecalendar
andpreference
privacy
affect
theefficiency
andthemeeting
joint
quality
underdifferent
experimental
scenarios.Theresults
showhowthemeeting
scheduling
performance
is morestable
andconstant
whenagents
trytokeeptheircalendar
andpreference
information
private.
Webelieve
thatthese
parameters
playa keyrolein thedistributed
meeting
schedulingtask, specially if we are interested in building distributed systems with truly autonomousand independent agents where there is
not a fixed control agent.

Introduction
In our daily life, meeting scheduling is a naturally distributed task which is time-consuming, iterative, and
somewhat tedious. It can take place between two persons or amongseveral persons. Sometimes, people just
try to schedule one meeting. However, most of the time
people need to schedule marly meetings at the same
time taking into account several constraints.
Each potential attendee needs to take into account
his/her own meeting preferences and calendar availability. Most of the time, each attendee has someuncertain and incomplete knowledge about the preferences
and calendar of the other attendees; in fact, people
usually try to keep their calendar and preference information private. During the meeting scheduling process, all attendees should consider the main group goal
(i.e. to schedule a meeting) but they also take into account individual goals (i.e. to satisfy their individual
preferences}.
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There exist several commercialproducts but they are
just computational calendars with some special features (e.g. availability checkers, meeting reminders}; in
(Taub 1993), a review of several of these products can
be found. None of these products is a truly autonomous agent capable of communicating and negotiating
with other agents in order to schedule meetings in a
distributed way taking into account the user’s preferences and calendar availability.
However, there has been muchresearch work in meeting scheduling. Most of the earliest work reached interesting but limited success (Kelley &Chapa~fis 1982;
Greif 1982; Kincaid, Dupont, & Kaye 1985).
Wecan find someinteresting approaches in Artificial
Intelligence such as (Mitchell ctal. 1994) and (Maes
1994}, these approachesfocus in learning user preferences but they do not take much attention to the social
and distributed implications of the distributed meeting
scheduling process.
Wecan also find other investigations in Distributed
Artificial Intelligence. A very interesting workin distributed meeting scheduling is (Sen & Durfee 1991 ; 1992;
1993; 1994; 1995); this work has been focused on solving the meeting scheduling problem using a central
host agent capable of communicating with all other
agents in order to schedule meetings using a negotiation based on contracts (Smith 1980}; the main purpose of the host agent is to coordinate the search for
a feasible schedule taking into consideration attendees’
calendars. However,user preferences are not taken into
a~:count during the meeting scheduling process. They
have focused their research on several search biases to
get different density profiles in agents~ calendars.
Another recent work in distributed meeting scheduling is (Ephrati, Zlotkin, & Rosenschein 1994). They
presented an alternative approach which is economic
in flavor. Using three centralized nmnetary-based meeting scheduling systems, they analyzed tradeoffs between the mechanismcomplexity and information preferences azld they introduced the Clarke Tax Mechanisnl
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as a methodfor removing manipulability from thenL
In (Sycara g: Liu 1994), it is presented another approach based on modeling and communicationof constraints and preferences amongthe agents. Here the
agents are capable of negotiating and relaxing their
constraints in order to find and reach agreements on
schedules with high joint utility.
Using this model,
agents also can react, and revise the schedule in response to dynamic changes.
In our work, we view meeting scheduling as a distributed task whereeach agent knowsits user preferences
and calendar availability in order to act on behalf of
its user. Weimplementedour system which consists of
truly autonomoussoftware agents running, as independent processes, on different computersand we have run
several experiments; in this paper, we present some of
our preliminary experimental results.

Multi-Agent

Meeting Scheduling
System

Our distributed meeting scheduling system does not
have a fixed central control. This means that there
is not a specialized control agent, and each agent is
able to try to schedule a meeting via negotiation taking into account individual preferences and calendar
availability under a dynamic protocol and coordination
mechanism.
Since we are primary interested in investigating the
behavior of truly autonomous and independent agents,
one of our main concerns is information privacy. In
our system, each agent knows only its user meeting
preferences and calendar information. I|owever. agents
can exchange information during negotiation.
A meeting has a date, start-time and duration and
it is scheduled when all agents reach an agreement on
values for these attributes. Agents negotiate values for
theses attributes taking into account three time windows given as input:
Date window. It indicates the range of days where
the meeting can be scheduled.

into consideration several meeting attributes. Eventually, our agents could have communication with one
of these systems in order to get the set of user meeting
preferences.
The main goal is to schedule meetings considering
the three time windows given as inputs. However,
each agent has its own individual goal: to schedule
the meeting maximizing its individual meeting preferences (i.e. the agents try to schedule the meeting in
the calendar interval with the closest attributes to its
user meeting preferences).
In order to schedule meetings, agents face two problems: one is that the agents can have different available calendar intervals and the other one is that they
can "also have different individual meeting preferences.
Furthermore, the distributed environment and the information privacy are, of course, sources of other a.~pects that need to be taken into account.
In our system, the agents are abh: to negotiate proposing and bidding values for the three meeting attributes (date, start-time and duration) according
their individual preferences and available time intervals. In our distributed system, agents can exchange
their meeting prcferences and calendar information according to some privacy policy which has been an aAjustable parameter in our experiments. 13asically, em’h
agent is able to relax three different time constraints:
(late, start-time and duration. In axldition to its preferences, each agent has weights (values between 0 and
1) that indicate how to relax each time constraim.
Weimplenmnted a simplified version of the coordination mechanism and communication protocol presented earlier in (Sycara & Liu 1994). In our experiments, agents communicate and negotiate via message
passing. Each agent is able to relax its preferences
when conflicts arise. Thc protocol we implemented is
as follows:
I. All the agents in the group are randomly enunwrated.
An agent is selected randomly; this agent becomes the first task coordinator whois responsible for
broadcasting the first proposal.

Start-time window. It indicates the range of starttimes to ~hedule the meeting.
Duration window. It indicates the range of durations where the meeting can be scheduled.
Each agent has a set of meeting preferences given as
inputs for each particular meeting; this set represents
its user’s meeting preferences (i.e. the three meeting
attributes values that are the most preferred by its
user). Here it is intcresting to note that there are other
approaches (Mitchell et al. 1994) which focus on learning user preferences using induction trees and taking
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Each agent that receives a proposal a~’cepts or rejects
it by replying the message. If Ihe agent accepts it.
it mayshare the priority value that this agent has
assigned to the accepted time interval.
.

Whenthe current task coordinator receives all the
replying messages and the proposal was accepted by
all agents, the coordinator sums up the priorities
to get the group utilily measure for that meeting
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and broadcasts a final confirmation message notifying that the last proposal has been accepted and
its group utility value.
5. However, when the proposal is rejected by at least
one agent, a new task coordinator is selected which
is the following agent in the enumeration that opposes the current proposal. The new task coordinator
relaxes its time constraints; it broadcasts a new proposal and the process is repeated from point 3.
The original coordination mechanism and communication protocol discussed in (Sycara &Liu 1994) takes
into account multiple-meeting schedules and dynamic
changes after a meeting have been approved (e.g. an
agent can ask for further negotiation if it realizes that,
due to dynamiclocal changes, it is possible to schedule
the meeting again achieving higher utility).
During negotiation, agents look for free calendar intervals to be proposed. This search is biased using
individual utility functions; the utility function gives
a priority value to each available calendar interval according to the particular time windows, individual meeting preferences and relaxation weights. This gives us
a search mechanism that can be biased by different
relaxation heuristics.
Let us define a calendar interval j as a vector, P,
with three attributes: date, start-time and duration.
Also, let us define the preferences of the agent k as a
vector, /~k with the same three attributes.
Furthermore, let us define the relaxation weights of the agent
k (the weights assigned by agent k for relaxing each of
the three time constraints} also as a vector, b~’.,k, with
the same three attributes.
Now, we can define the weighted distance (WDist)
between an interval j and the preferences of the agent
k, taking into account its relaxation weights, as:

Here, The subscript i indicates the meeting attribute (1 is date, 2 is start-time and 3 is duration}.
Dist(~ii,P~) is the distance between ~/’ and /3~ (i.e.
the numberof possible different instances of the attribute i between the attribute value of the interval j and
the attribute value that is most preferred by the agent.

As we can see, this function is just the normalized
weighted distance taking into account the window sizes which are seen as a vector,S, with the three time
attributes. In other words, ,~ is the windowsize of the
meeting attribute i (i.e. the number of possible different instances of the attribute i in the time window
given as input). Using this function, each agent k can
assign a priority value to each available time interval j.
The maximumpossible priority value is 1 and the minimumpossible value is 0. The calendar interval with
the highest value is the best option to propose.

Experiments

Description

In the experiments we present here, we consider the
negotiation/scheduling process between three agents.
Wehave identified some experimental variables and we
have been investigating the effect of each parameter in
isolation from the other.
In order to avoid intractable combinatorics, we considered calendars of three days wittl three hours per
day. Also, we used a relaxation step of 30 minutes (i.e.
any possible calendar interval will have a duration and
start-time multiple of 30 minutes).
So let us say that our calendar days are 1, 2, and
3. The start-times are 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, and 150.
The possible durations are 30, 60, 90, 120, and 150.
All these values define our three time windowsdiscussed earlier: the date window, start-time window, and
duration window.
The number of busy hours in a calendar may vary.
Let us define the calendar density for a particular calendar as the number of busy hours (without fractions)
in that calendar. In our experiments, we vary the calendar density from zero to nine and we run each different experimental meeting scheduling ~x-enario for each
different possible calendar under each different calendar density.
Werepeated each experimental scenario under every
different calendar using each different calendar density
with one agent while the rest of the agents had empty
calendars. Wecalculated the average efficiency and
average joint quality whenthe last run of each calendar
density is accomplished.
Wemeasured the efficiency in terms of the number
of proposals and we measured the meeting quality as
a joint quality, using the following formula:

k).
Finally, we can present the General Utility Function
we used in our experiments:

JointQuality(P) = ~-’]’i~t Prio,’ityi(~).

10

n

In this formula, the maximumpossible value is 10
and the mirfimumone is 0. The variable n is the number of agents.
Garrido
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In this way, we have obtained two graphs for each
particular experimental scenario: the first one is an
efficiency graph with the number of proposals and calendar density as axes; the second one is the meeting
group quality graph with the joint quality and calendar
density as axes.
As we said before, it is highly desirable to keep the
agents’ information private. Let us see how we varied
the amount of information exchanged:
Calendar Information. Basically, we experimented
with two kinds of calendar information exchanges:
total calendars and partial calendars. In the former
case, agents exchangeall their available calendar intervals. In the latter case, agents exchange a portion of their available calendars. Furthermore, in
this case we can have other cases varying the size
of the exchanged calendars (e.g. proposing only two
slots instead of four slots).
Preferences. Wehave here two kinds of preference
information exchanges: public preferences and private preferences. In the former case, agents inform
the preference value of eac.h calendar interval that
they propose. In the latter case, agents inform their
preference values after they have reach an agreement
on a time interval; this is done in order to measure
the joint quality of the meeting.
It is interesting to note that if the agents are exchanging public preferences they can use the joint quality
formula discussed previously instead of using their individual utility functions. Furthermore, it is also interesting to note that if they are exchanging public
preferences and total calendars, it is possible to get
an agreement with the highest possible joint quality in
only "one shut". This is possible because each agent
knowsall the information (i.e. there is no information
privacy at all).
In the following paragraphs wc present the experimental scenarios we set up:
Varying individual goals with total calendars.
IIere we varied the individual preference values and
we plotted two curves. The first curve shows the
meeting scheduling process when all agents have the
same preferences; let us call it Common-Goals
curve.
The second one, called Disparate-Goals curve, shows
the process when each agent has different preferences.
llere agents exchange total calendars but they do
not maintain public preferences. Therefore, they are
using their individual utility functions to guide the
search and they do not exchange their preferences
until they reach an agreement,. After this, each agent
98
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has the opportunity of proposing another time interval and this cycle ends until no agent has new
proposals.
Varying individual goals with partial calendars. In
this scenario, we varied the preference values again.
As we said in the previous experimental scenario,
the first curve, Common-Goals,shows the meeting
scheduling process when all agents have the same
preference values. The .~cond one. Disparute-Goals,
shows the process wheneach agent has different preferences.
The difference between this scenario and the previous one is thai, this scenario was fixed to the exchange of partial calendars instead of total calendars
and, as in the previous scenario, tim agents maintain
private preferences. So that they also use their individual utility functions and not the joint utility
formula to guide the search.
Vattying individual goals with public pr~eferencts.
Here we varied again the agents" individual goals,
plotting two curves. The first one, called CommonGoals, shows the process when all agents have the
same preferences. The second on(,, called DispatutcGoals, shows the process when each agent has different preferences.
Here, agents exchangetotal calendar’s and publir invferences. Since they are working under the public
preferences scheme they also use the joint utility
formula, discussed earlier, instead of their individual
utility functions.
Varying preference privacy with total calendars.
As we discussed earlier, we have basically two kinds
of preferences exdmnges:public plv:fcrences and przrate preferences. Weplotted one curve for each of
them and we call them Public-Goals and PrivateGoalsrespectively.
All agents exchange total calendars in this experimental scenario. The agents’ utility fimctions were
fixed to Disparate-Goals. That is, every agent has a
different set of preferences.
Varying prefelr:nce privacy with partial calendars. As
in the previous experimental scenario, we plotted
two curves: one called Public-Goals and the other
one Prit,atc-Goals.
Wefixed now the calendar exchange scheme to part~al calendars. As in the previous scenario, the
agents’ utility fimctions were fixed to DisparateGoals.
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Experimental

Results

and Analyses

Figure 1 displays the results we obtained varying individual goals with total calendars. As we expected,
when all agents have the same preferences (CommonGoals curve) the efficiency and meeting quality are, in
general, better than when agents have different preferences (Disparate- Goals curve).
Also, we can see that the efficiency showed by the
Common-Goalscurve is constant and the meeting quality is decreasing when the calendar density is increasing. As we will see in the following graphs, this meeting quality is the best one that three agents can reach
using our coordination mechanism and communication
protocol.
On the other hand, the efficiency showed by the
Disparate-Goals curve is not constant; in this case,
the efficiency increases when the calendar density increases. However,this efficiency is always worse than
that showed by the Common-Goals curve. The meeting quality of the Disparate-Goals is also decreasing
but not as fast as the Common.Goals. However, the
former always is lower than the latter.

Now, the results we obtained varying the individual preferences with partial calendars are shown in
figure 2. Let us first note that, as in the previous case,
the Common-Goalscurve shows better results than the
Disparate-Goals curve. Wecan also see that the meeting quality graph is very similar to the previous one.
However, we can see now a really different efficiency
graph.
It is interesting to note the difference bctween this
efficiency graph and the prcvious one. Now,the efficiency showed in figure 2 by the Disparate-Goals curve
is improved when the calendar density is lcss or equal
to 4. In fact, this efficiency remains almost constant
under every calendar density. As we saw in the previous graph, it was not the case. with the DisparateGoals curve. On the other hand, the efficiency showed
by the Common-Goalscurve is increasing now, while
it was constant in the previous graph. Fortunatr.ly, as
we can see in figure 2, the increment is small and the
curvc does not raise very quickly.
Wecan explain these differences noting that, in general, agents explore less search space when they exGarrido
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Figure 4: Varyingpreference privacy with total calendars
change partial calendars than whenthey exchange total calendars. However, sometimes they need to make
moreiterations because the partial calendars does not
have a commonintersection, as we saw earlier in the
Common-Goals curve.
On the other haaad, we can see that the joint, quality in figure 1 is slightly better than that shownin figure 2. This can be explained noting that whenagents
explore partial calendars they do not evaluate all the
possible calendarintervals. So that it is possible to reach agreementson meetings with joint qualities lower
than those, qualities reachedwith total calendars.
Now, figure 3 shows the results obtained when we
varied the individual goals with public preferences
and also with total calcnda.rs. As we can see, both
Disparate- Goals and Common-Goals curves show exactly the same high and constant efficiency. Also, we can
see that the meetingquality is the sameas in the graph
shownin figure 1.
This results are explained noting that in this experimental scenario there is not informationprivacy at all.
Althoughagents have different individual goals the el"
1oo
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ficiency is as fast as whenthey have common
goals; this
is because they are exchanging public preferences and
they are able to use the joint quality formulato guide
the search through the exchangedtotal calendars.
Now,let us look at. figure 4; this figure displays the
results varyingpreference privacy with total calendars.
l~memberthat in this experimental scenario agents
have different individual goals. As we can see, we
obtained nowa very similar efficiency graph to that
shownin figure 1. The difference is that w(’ are varying nowthe preference privacy (rememberthat, in
the experimentalscenario shownin figure 1. agents excha~lged total calendars and both curves showed the
results whenagents used different individual goals).
As we can see in figure 4, whenagents exchangetotal calendars and they maintain Public-Goals, they get
high and constant efficiency. This is because they are
using the joint quality flmetion to guide the search.
ltowever, if they exchangeprivate: prvferences (look
at Private-Goals curve), we can see that they spend
moret.imo because they use their individual utilities
functions instead of the joint utility formuladiscussed
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Figure 5: Varying preference privacy with partial calendars
earlier.
On the other hand, it is interesting to note that both
curves have similar shape in the joint quality graph.
This is because the agents have different goals and total calendars in both cases. Obviously, sooner or latter
(depending on the preference privacy policy), they reach the same results. Of course, we are assuming that
agents prefer to relax their constraints before failing to
reach an agreement.
Figure 5 also shows our results when varying preference privacy but now with partial calendars. Again,
both curves show agents with different individual goals.
However, they exchange now partial calendars. As we
exp~ted, we obtained again similar meeting quality
results for both curves.
tIowever, we can see different results in the efficiency
graph. Wesee that we can obtain almost equal efficiency with calendar densities greater or equal to three.
In fact, both curves are, in general, very similar. They
are almost constant with similar values. It is interesting to contrast this graph with the previous efficiency
graph where both curves were very different. Meeting
scheduling efficiency remains more constant varying
preference privacy with partial calendars than when
varying it with total calendars.
Discussion
First of all, we need to note that our work has a primary focus on social aspects of the meeting scheduling
task. Weare specially interested ill aspects such as ivformation privacy, negotiation, and group adaptation.
However
thisdoesnotmeanthattheinherent
schedulingproblem,
whichis knownas an NP-completc
problem(Garey& Johnson1979),doesnot haveenough
importance
to be considered.
In general,
ourexpectations
wereconfirmed
by the
experimental
results.However,we havediscow:red

someinteresting
re.sults
that.wewouldliketo discuss
here.
Wecan expectthatthe efficiency
decreases
when
thedifference
between
individual
goalsincreases.
This
is particularly
truewhenagents
exchange
totalcalendars.However,
whentheyexchange
partial
calendars,
theperformance
is betterin general.
Whenagentsexchangepartial calendars the efficiency is more stable
and better, in average, than when they exchange total calendars (remember figure 1 and figure 2). This
result is interesting since we are primary interested in
scenarios where agents try to keep their calendar information private. Furthermore, the meeting quality
is not greatly affected when we move from the total
calendars graph to the partial calendars graph.
On the other hand, when agents are exchanging public preferences, they are able to look for an agreement
using the joint utility formula reaching optimal meeting joint qualities with the fewest possible number
of exchanged
proposals
(remember
figure3).However,
we shouldrememberthatin our experiments
we are
workingunderthe honestyassumption.
Thismeans
thatagents
usepreference
information
in orderto reallytry to reach an agreement with the highest joint
quality, ltowcver, this is not alwaystrue in real life.
Now,it is interesting to note that varying preference
privacy when agents exchange partial calendars does
not affect the efficiency too much(rememberfigure ,5).
This is interesting since in realistic scenarios people
usually try to keep both calendar and preference information private.
Our multi-agent
systemshowshow we can provide
automated
support
forthemeeting
scheduling
tasktakingintoaccount
userpreferences
andkeeping
information
private.
However,
we havebeenworkingundersomekeyassumptions:
ouragentsacceptin advance
theprotocol
Garrido
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and coordination policies; they agree in meeting locations, since we have not modeled this parameter in our
system yet; our agents are honest (that is, they do not
try to take advantage of the exchanged information in
order to manipulate the outcome of the negotiation);
they always try to reach the optimal joint meeting quality; finally, as humanbeings, they first relax their preferences before failing to reach an agreement (Raiffa
1982).

Conclusions

and Future

Directions

We have presented some of the preliminary resuhs
we obtained through experimentation with our multiagent meeting scheduling system. This system is based on the communicationprotocol presented earlier in
(Sycara & Liu 1994).
The experiments presented in this paper show some
of the relationships between different experimental variables, such as calendar and preference privacy. The
results show how the meeting scheduling performance
is more stable and constant when agents try to keep
their calendar and preference information private. We
believe that these variables play a key role in the distributed meeting scheduling task, specially if we are
interested in building distributed systems with truly
autonomous and independent agents where there is not
a fixed control agent.
Weintend to continue our research towards more
realistic scenarios relaxing some of our assunlptions
discussed in the previous section. Weintend to let
agents learn and infer other agents’ mental attitudes
and behaviors in order to model more cornplex and
realistic scenarios where agents need to adapt to the
whole group in decentralized environrnents.
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